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Abstract 

Triatomines are insect vectors of Trypanosoma cruzi¸ the etiological agent of Chagas disease. Several              

species belonging to the genus Rhodnius (Hemiptera: Reduviidae) have been reported inhabiting domestic             

and peridomestic environments in different regions of Latin America. However, behavioral and sensory             

ecology aspects related to their use of shelters have been poorly studied. The objective of the present                 

study was to characterize how bug density, illumination and thigmotactic information affect the use of               

shelters by three species belonging to the Rhodnius prolixus species complex. We evaluated whether              

exposure to different insect densities affects the proportion of R. prolixus, Rhodnius robustus and              

Rhodnius neglectus that choose to stay inside a refuge. Besides, we evaluated whether absence of an                

illumination regime affects their tendency to hide in shelters. Our results showed that the proportion of                

individuals that remained outside the shelter increased with rising insect densities. Nevertheless, while R.              

prolixus only reacted by augmenting this proportion with the highest density tested, the other species               

showed significant increases already at lower densities. On the other hand, a significantly higher number               

of R. robustus stayed outside the shelter in the absence of a light cycle, while no change was induced for                    

the other species. Thus, this study determined species-specific profiles of refuge exploitation defined by              

factors such as thigmotaxis and negative phototaxis. The differences observed among these Rhodnius             

species may impact their house colonization abilities, which seem to be critically affected by bug hiding                

performance during health service detection processes. 
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1. Introduction 



The insect genus Rhodnius comprises 20 arboreal species, most of them associated with palm trees               

(Santos Souza et al., 2016; Justi & Galvão, 2017). Despite being typically sylvatic triatomines, bugs of                

some species invade and colonize human dwellings (Aguilar et al., 2007; Fitzpatrick et al., 2008),               

therefore having a great relevance in the transmission of Trypanosoma cruzi, etiological agent of Chagas               

disease. 

Rhodnius prolixus is one of the most important species of triatomine vector, since domestic populations               

are found in large areas of Venezuela and Colombia (Guhl, 2007) and, until recently, it was also                 

considered the main vector of T. cruzi in Central America (Hashimoto & Schofield, 2012). In addition,                

domestic infestations by R. prolixus tend to persist despite of vector control interventions (Fitzpatrick et               

al., 2008). Recurrent colonization of human environments by insects coming from sylvatic populations             

probably explains the difficulties in controlling infestations by this species (Guhl et al., 2009). 

Rhodnius robustus is part of the same species complex as R. prolixus. It is considered a cryptic species                  

because it is morphologically very similar to the latter. Molecular studies have confirmed that R. prolixus                

is a valid taxon and that R. robustus is a complex of palm-inhabiting cryptic species (Pavan & Monteiro,                  

2007). This species has been reported in Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guiana, Peru and               

Venezuela (Galvão & Gurgel-Gonçalves, 2014). The different lineages of R. robustus are found             

exclusively in sylvatic ecotopes distributed throughout the Amazon region (Abad-Franch et al., 2013).             

Nevertheless, specimens of this species invade human habitations, representing a potential infestation            

threat in those areas (Feliciangeli et al., 2002; Fitzpatrick et al., 2008; Brito et al., 2017). 

Rhodnius neglectus, which is also part of the same species complex, is widely distributed in Brazil,                

occurring in 13 of its states (Galvão & Gurgel-Gonçalves, 2014). This species is primarily associated with                

palm trees across the Brazilian Cerrado and the southern fringes of the Amazon (Gurgel-Gonçalves et al.,                

2008). Reports on this species indicate that it can invade and sporadically colonize artificial structures               

(Gurgel-Gonçalves et al., 2008; Abad-Franch et al., 2009). 



Triatomines are nocturnal insects that hide inside narrow shelters during daylight hours (Lazzari et al.,               

2013). Under such circumstances, they remain in an akinetic state in contact with substrate and               

conspecifics due to a positive thigmotactic response that induces them to arrest (Lorenzo Figueiras et al.,                

1994). Triatomine decisions to enter shelters seem to be reinforced by volatile compounds released by               

their feces that accumulate in and around active hiding places (Lorenzo & Lazzari, 1996). Once inside                

them, a contact pheromone deposited on the substrate induces bugs to arrest on impregnated surfaces               

(Lorenzo Figueiras & Lazzari, 1998). During the night these insects eventually become active and leave               

their shelters; after dusk looking for hosts and before dawn for a refuge (Lorenzo & Lazzari, 1996). 

After colonizing a new habitat, triatomines must find shelters that offer appropriate conditions for their               

development (Lorenzo & Lazzari, 1999). This process is considered to be initially mediated by their               

intense negative phototaxis (Lazzari et al., 2013). These hiding places grant that insects stay protected               

from potential predators. Therefore, shelter choice has an important biological significance for these bugs.              

Besides, colonized shelters marked with pheromones are probably the places where triatomines mate,             

moult and oviposit. In addition, through promoting interactions with conspecifics and their feces, the              

refuge probably facilitates symbiont transfer (Lazzari et al., 2013). 

The physical properties of the refuges are relevant for their selection by triatomines: narrow shelters that                

offer intense physical contact seem to be preferred (Lazzari & Lorenzo, 2009). The microclimate inside a                

refuge also affects bug choice, as insects prefer shelters with suitable conditions of temperature and               

relative humidity (Lorenzo & Lazzari, 1999). On the other hand, it is important to highlight that                

triatomines seem to exhibit specific patterns of shelter exploitation (Mota & Lorenzo, 2012). Indeed,              

factors such as insect density and environmental illumination affect shelter use differentially, as the              

intensity of thigmotactic and phototactic responses seems to vary between species (Mota & Lorenzo,              

2012). In addition, it has been suggested that the phototactic response also depends on nymphal stage and                 



that daily locomotion patterns may vary even in species belonging to the same complex (Pavan et al.,                 

2016). 

Species-specific behavioral profiles may have great impact on triatomine domiciliation capacity and            

vectorial performance. The objective of our study was to characterize the species-specific patterns of              

shelter exploitation in three species of the genus Rhodnius belonging to the prolixus complex. For this, we                 

evaluated the effect of bug density and presence of an illumination regime on the tendency of R. prolixus,                  

R. robustus and R. neglectus to stay inside shelters. 

 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Insect rearing 

Rhodnius prolixus, Rhodnius robustus (genotype I) and Rhodnius neglectus colonies were originated from             

insects captured in Honduras, northwest Venezuela and Tocantins state, Brazil; respectively. All Rhodnius             

species used in the experiments were maintained under insectary conditions with controlled temperature             

(25±3°C), relative humidity (60±10%) and natural photoperiod since approximately 18 years ago. The             

triatomines were fed weekly using an artificial feeder with citrated rabbit blood (provided by              

CECAL-FIOCRUZ) offered at 37°C. Groups of fifth instar nymphs starved for 12 ± 2 days post-ecdysis                

were used for all assays. Illumination conditions during experiments were as follows: 330 lux measured at                

the arena surface provided by two LED lamps present at a zenithal position in relation to the arena (LED                   

tubes, DSW, 18W, 4000K). 

2.2 The effect of insect density 

The effect of insect density on the tendency to enter shelters was evaluated in R. prolixus, R. neglectus                  

and R. robustus. For this, we recorded the proportion of triatomines found outside a refuge for groups of                  



20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 160 insects. Bugs used in our study were naïve and physiologically standardized,                  

and experiments were performed separately per species. 

The experiments were performed in square acrylic arenas (1×1 m) lined with Kraft paper as a substrate.                 

An artificial shelter was situated in the center of the arena. The shelter was made of corrugated cardboard                  

(20×10 cm) folded in the middle to generate two lateral accesses (Mota & Lorenzo, 2012).  

Groups of triatomines were released in the arena two hours before the beginning of the scotophase. After                 

three nights with 12:12 LL/DD illumination regime, the refuge was removed from the arena two hours                

after the beginning of the third photophase. The number of insects found inside and outside the shelter                 

was recorded. All assays testing a particular experimental condition, e.g., the effect of nymphs of R.                

prolixus being released in a group of 40 insects, were performed in triplicate inside a room with                 

controlled temperature (25±2°C). 

For data analysis, a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) with binomial distribution was used for each               

species separately. When a density effect was found, i.e. the proportion of triatomines outside the shelter                

varied significantly as a function of insect density, a Tukey test was performed to verify pair-wise                

differences between the densities tested. 

2.3The effect of a light cycle 

The mean number of triatomines found outside a shelter was compared between insects exposed to a                

light/dark cycle (12:12 LL/DD) and insects exposed to permanent darkness. Thus, the effect of the               

presence of a light cycle, i.e., induction of phototactic responses, on the proportion of insects that choose                 

to stay inside shelters was evaluated in the same three Rhodnius species. 

Groups of 40 nymphs were released in a square acrylic arena containing a shelter, as described above, two                  

hours before the beginning of the scotophase. The insects remained exposed to continuous darkness for               

three nights. On the fourth subjective day, the shelter was removed from the arena two hours after the                  

virtual start of the photophase.  



To analyze these data, we initially tested data normality (Shapiro-Wilk). Then, a t-test for independent               

samples was used separately for each species to analyze whether there was a significant difference               

between the mean number of insects found outside shelters under a light/dark cycle and under permanent                

darkness. All assays testing a particular experimental condition, e.g., the effect of nymphs of R. prolixus                

being released under permanent darkness, were performed in triplicate inside a room with controlled              

temperature (25±2°C). 

 

3. Results 

3.1 The effect of insect density 

We evaluated whether exposure to different insect densities affects the proportion of insects that choose to                

stay inside refuges. Figure 1 shows the mean proportion of nymphs found outside shelters for each                

condition. The statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant effect of density on the use of                 

shelters for each of the three species studied, that is, the proportion of insects found outside refuges                 

increased with increasing insect density in all three cases (GLM with binomial distribution; Rhodnius              

prolixus: P<0.001, Rhodnius neglectus: P<0.001 and, Rhodnius robustus: P<0.001). Interestingly, R.           

robustus seemed to differentiate most from the other species, as it showed a stronger tendency to stay                 

outside refuges even at lower bug densities. Insects of this species evidenced significant increases in their                

tendency to stay outside shelters for the two highest density steps tested (Tukey test, P<0.001 [80-100]                

and P<0.05 [100-160]). Differently, R. neglectus tended to show a profile similar to that of R. prolixus at                  

the lower densities tested. Nevertheless, it showed a significantly increased proportion of insects found              

outside refuges for the density step between 80 and 100 insects (Tukey test, P<0.001). Finally, R. prolixus                 

only reacted significantly to increased insect density at the last step tested (Tukey test, P<0.01).  



 

Figure 1. Increased proportion (mean ± SE) of Rhodnius prolixus, Rhodnius neglectus and Rhodnius              

robustus nymphs found outside shelters as a function of bug density per square meter.  

3.2 The effect of a light cycle 

The effect of the presence of a cyclic light regime was heterogeneous between R. prolixus, R. neglectus                 

and R. robustus homogeneously. The mean number of insects found outside the refuge under a light/dark                

cycle (12:12 LL/DD) or complete darkness is shown in Figure 2. No significant differences were found in                 

the mean number of insects found outside the shelters between the two conditions tested for R. prolixus                 

(t-test, P = 1) and R. neglectus (t-test, P = 0.101). Nevertheless, permanent darkness induced a significant                 

increase in the mean number of R. robustus nymphs found outside refuges (t-test, P = 0.009). 



 

Figure 2. The effect of an illumination cycle on the mean proportion of Rhodnius prolixus, Rhodnius                

neglectus and Rhodnius robustus nymphs found outside shelters. Error bars represent the standard errors              

of the means. Asterisks indicate a significant proportion of R. robustus outside shelters under complete               

darkness (t-test, P = 0.009). 

 

 

Discussion 

An intense tendency to hide in narrow shelters during daylight hours must be a critical behavioral feature                 

for a triatomine species to associate to human environments and, therefore, transmit Chagas disease. In               

this study, we showed that there are different species-specific profiles of shelter exploitation in three sister                

species belonging to the Rhodnius prolixus species complex. We propose that these differences may              

partially contribute their differing performance as vectors of Chagas disease. 



We have found that R. prolixus, Rhodnius neglectus and Rhodnius robustus react differently to increased               

insect density when occupying refuges, that is, the proportion of insects that become exposed in the                

environment increased for all of them with increasing density, but to a different degree in each case. In all                   

three species, the proportion of bugs occupying a shelter was only affected by higher densities.               

Nevertheless, R. robustus seemed to show a more intense reaction to bug density. Besides, in the case of                  

this species, a higher proportion of bugs was found outside shelters at all densities evaluated, suggesting                

that it also has a weaker tendency to hide. These differences suggest that even though insects are exposed                  

to environmental conditions that should provide similar sensory information, their perception of the             

situation seems to differ among them. It is important to note that, while both R. neglectus and R. robustus                   

showed a reaction threshold to densities above 80 insects; this was only evident with R. prolixus by                 

evaluating more than 100 individuals. Similarly, Mota and Lorenzo (2012) reported differential effects of              

high insect densities on the use of shelters by two other triatomine species. According to our results, R.                  

robustus and R. prolixus showed the lowest and highest tolerance to insect density, respectively. We               

hypothesize that differences in thigmotaxis intensity could explain how density influences           

species-specific profiles of shelter use. It is possible that a density-dependent negative effect competes in               

hierarchical terms and imposes over the basal positive thigmotaxis, at least in a proportion of the insects.                 

But this negative effect seems to affect each species differently. Potentially, thigmotaxis may be              

antagonized by signals detected by chemical or mechanical sensory modalities. Furthermore, it will also              

be relevant to test whether varying levels of temperature or relative humidity can have an impact on                 

aggregation decisions, as seen for cockroaches (Dambach and Goehlen, 1999). Therefore, understanding            

how these factors intervene in the individual decision that drives a triatomine to enter and stay inside a                  

shelter remains an open question. For example, it would be important to evaluate whether              

mechanoreceptor hairs located over the surface of the body of these insects (Insausti & Lazzari, 2000)                

play a role in triggering triatomine akinesis. Besides, an analysis of the distribution of mechanosensory               



hairs and the projection patterns of the neurons associated with them could be done to evaluate if they                  

correlate with the different degrees of thigmotaxis seen in the studied species. An alternative hypothesis               

could propose that the proportion of bugs inside a shelter would be directly related to the mean individual                  

size of each species. We have measured the length and width, and calculated their product (as a proxy for                   

bug area) to allow interspecies comparisons on these parameters. Supplementary file 1 presents the results               

of all possible comparisons for these values by means of ANOVA tests. Based on them, the differences                 

observed between species in the proportion of bugs using a shelter do not seem to be explained simply by                   

bug dimensions. 

Triatomines present an intense negative phototaxis that seems to play an important role in the avoidance                

of illuminated environments (Lazzari et al., 2013). This is controlled by an endogenous circadian clock               

that regulates the intensity of phototactic responses depending on the phase of the daily cycle (Reisenman                

et al., 1998). In adults of Triatoma infestans these responses are controlled by inputs from both, the                 

compound eyes and the ocelli (Lazzari et al., 1998). Negative phototaxis seemed to have a differential                

impact on the tendency to stay inside shelters for the different Rhodnius species studied here. Indeed,                

negative phototaxis only influenced hiding decisions for R. robustus, making this species particular             

among the representatives of the genus studied and resembling the behavioral profile of T. infestans and                

Panstrongylus megistus (Mota & Lorenzo, 2012). Thus, negative phototaxis does not seem to have a               

fundamental role in triggering the decision to enter refuges in all triatomine species, as R. prolixus and R.                  

neglectus stood hidden in the absence of a light cycle. We suggest that thigmotaxis is the main driver that                   

triggers shelter-entering decisions in these two species. In fact, they share a strong preference to remain in                 

physical contact with other individuals and the substrate in total darkness not seen in R. robustus. 

Our results characterized specific shelter exploitation profiles defined by factors such as thigmotaxis and              

negative phototaxis in three members of the R. prolixus species complex. Other factors such as,               

nutritional status, phase of the daily cycle and presence of conspecifics may as well influence shelter                



exploitation and deserve to be evaluated in future studies. The differences observed among them may in                

part define their ability to colonize domestic environments, as hiding and, therefore avoiding detection by               

humans, seems critical for this purpose. Thus, studying shelter use by triatomines can provide clues about                

the ease/difficulty of detecting different species depending on their stronger or weaker tendency to remain               

inside shelters out of human sight, even at high bug densities. Rhodnius robustus, i.e., a species that does                  

not colonize human environments, but can eventually invade them (Brito et al., 2017), had the worst                

hiding performance in our study, suggesting that this feature would limit its competence for colonizing               

domestic environments. On the other hand, the results obtained for R. neglectus may suggest that this                

species is better pre-adapted to domiciles due to its better hiding performance, even though other factors                

like the choice of a specific microclimate or host, may have played a role in impeding frequent house                  

colonization by bugs of this species until now. This study shows that R. prolixus has the best hiding                  

performance reported so far for a triatomine bug. Further experimentation using multiple-shelter            

paradigms more closely reproducing domestic environments might reveal relevant in order to test whether              

the species-specific shelter exploitation profiles presented remain comparable, confirming the different           

hiding abilities reported here for these Rhodnius species.  
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